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In recognition of the hard work each participating plant contributes to the success of the Beef Australia AMPC National 
Beef Carcase Competition, a new award category has been introduced. The ‘Most Successful Plant’ award will be 
awarded to the processing plant that achieves the highest score based on the below criteria. 

1. NUMBER OF ENTRIES
[45 POINTS]

Points will be awarded based on the total number of 
entries processed through the plant with a maximum of 
45 points allocated to the plant with the most entries 
across the entire competition.

TIPS

• Does your plant already process cattle for another  
       carcase competition? Why not suggest to them  
       offering entrants the chance to ‘dual enter’ into  
       BACC 2024 to enable their entrants to benchmark  
       their performance on a national level? 

• Some of your suppliers may not be aware of the   
       BACC. Why not send share the competition     
       information and entry dates with your suppliers   
       directly?  

2. PEN SCORES
[45 POINTS]

Points will be awarded based on the median pen score for 
all pens process through the plant with a maximum of 45 
points allocated to the plant with the highest median pen 
score.

TIPS

• Got some suppliers who you think could do  
       particularly well in the competition? Why not  
       approach them and see if they’re interested in   
       entering and obtaining national recognition for   
       their quality cattle?  

3. DATA SUBMISSION
[10 POINTS]

Timely, accurate data submission following grading of 
BACC entries is incredibly important to ensuring that 
the competition runs smoothly. Members of the BACC 
committee review the data and images for each individual 

entry to ensure any potential discrepancies can be 
addressed with the plant well ahead of the scoring and 
awards presentation. 

Your processor guide will contain information regarding 
how soon after your nominated production date(s) you 
will need to submit all data and images. If you get the 
data back to the committee before this date and it’s all 
accurate, you’ll receive the full 10 points. 

If any issues need to be addressed, the ’submission time’ 
on which your points are assigned with will be adjusted to 
the date that these discrepancies were addressed.

SUBMISSION TIME (of accurate data) POINTS
Early 10
On-time 5
Late 0

TIPS

• Once cattle are graded and data has been checked    
       for accuracy, send it straight off to the BACC  
       Committee to obtain the full 10 points!

• Want more time? Set a reminder in your calendar  
       for when the data is due, so you don’t miss the due  
       date. 

4. BONUS POINTS
[5 POINTS]

If any pen processed at your plant receives first place in a 
class, you will receive 5 bonus points. Should your plant 
have processed more than one first-place getter you will 
obtain 5 bonus points for each. 

TIPS

• Start talking to those suppliers that exceed your     
       expectations every time!

METRIC DESCRIPTION POINTS
1. Number of entries Number of pens entered 45
2. Pen Scores Median pen score 45
3. Data Submission Timeliness of submission 10

TOTAL 100
 

Note: Plant bonus points (5 points) - First place in a class – 5 points

CONTACT & MORE INFO
(07) 4922 2989
beefexpo@beefaustralia.com.au
beefaustralia.com.au/carcasecompetition


